Explanation of the healing-springs in the fountain-valley
Seven springs rise about 100 m from the red beds of sandstone of the Franconian Heights, which is
Europe‘s water- and weather divide. An old legend tells of an old sick horse, which was driven into
the forest by his farmer and regained it health at the source of drinking.
The springs always strong and unite the minerals of the glauber salt and sulfur and iron containing
organic matter from the forest to a healing framework. The largest and most powerful source of drinking water since old times:
Doctor-Fountain
It solved by ancient writings of doctors and unprofessionals unclean substances from internal organs,
leading out on the blood, kidneys and bowels and was so healing, toning and blood circulating.
(Besides drinking baths)
Musketeer-Fountain
It was already used after the Turkish wars for the healing of skin diseases suffering soldiers needed,
and sulfur is the richest. It was particularly great success against rheumatism and aging veins.
Eye-Fountain
It was used against eye disease and visual impairment.
Historic Bath Fountain (rock arch)
was the rallying point for all sources to recast their 1951st above it stood the old heating plant for the
healing waters. In ancient times the springs were probably used cold (”Wildbad”). The Kneipp (till
1968) continued from the scientific and practical knowledge of the healing power of cold water back
to that tradition (see Weltbad Wörishofen) and used as hot, alternately warm and temperate water,
depending on the physician‘s prescription and needs.
The Cook- and Cellar-Fountains
served to cold baths and cold cellar.
The wash fountain
flows away freely. Revising a source in the center was included in the drinking water network, which
contains all the healing substances.
View the main sources: 			
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rheumatism, joint injuries
gastrointestinal metabolic disease,
kidney and bladder-stones,
constipation, neurasthenia,						
cardiovascular and skin-diseases,
women- and bronchial-veins

What God and the forces of nature bless is above all else.

